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Abstract: The very purpose of this paper is to discuss the character of Madame Lalande in Edgar Allan 
Poe’s short story “The Spectacles” as a Poesque woman. Poe was an American writer, editor and literary 
critic. He was also considered part of the American Romantic Movement. He was one of the earliest 
American practitioners of the short stories. He wrote much of his work using themes specifically catered 
for the mass market. 
In Poe’s tales women appear to be attractive but they are passive victims. They are murdered at the 
beginning of the tale or during the tale. These tales are most widely read and they are the most popular 
ones. Moreover, it is also interesting to investigate the representation of this beautiful, dead woman, 
seeing that she might not be so passive and victimized as she may seem at first sight. “The Spectacles” is 
a short story by Edgar Allan Poe which is better known than his another short story “Three Sundays in a 
Week.” Madame Lalande Eugenie Lalande is the most important character in the short story “The 
Spectacles.”  
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Introduction:Edgar Allan Poe is considered the inventor of the detective fiction. He is also most known 
for his darker tales full of Gothicism, murder and suspense. He also wrote comic tales like “The 
Spectacles”, “Three Sundays in a Week”, “The Duc de L’Omlette” and “How to Write Blackwood Article.” 
 
In his popular essay “The Philosophy of Composition” Edgar Allan Poe observes theory “the death, then, 
of a beautiful woman is, un-questionably, the most poetical type in the world.” (P 165). Poe’s oeuvre 
offers more variation on the representation of woman than “the beautiful, dead woman.” Unfortunately, 
these variations where women are in fact smart and play an active role go mostly unnoticed. 
 
Though many researchers have investigated how women are represented in Poe’s stories, it is 
noteworthy that little of them have paid attention to the lesser known tales like “The Spectacles.” More 
critical attention has gone to the tales of the Dark Ladies like; “Legeia”, “Morella”, “Berenice”, and “The 
Fall of the House of Usher.” “The Spectacles” belongs to Poe’s more comical tales. 
 
Madame Lalande A Poesque Woman:In some of Poe’s comical tales readers can find the exception to 
Poe’s “rule” of the beautiful, dead woman. Among these lesser known, intelligent variations, Madame 
Lalande in the short story “The Spectacles” needs much discussion. She offers a refreshing view on Poe’s 
oeuvre, as regards the genre as the representation of the female character. She offers an alternative to 
the by now stereotyped helpless, dead woman of Poe’s other works. 
 
Madame Lalande is truly intelligent and plays a considerable role in the short story “The Spectacles”. 
Stovall places her among the group of “not clearly individualized woman.” (P. 204). Stovall also argues 
that in this tale, “Poe has attempted to create normal, everyday women, but has succeeded only in 
making them ordinary and dull.” (P. 204).  
 
A lot can be said regarding the physical characteristics of Madame Lalande. The physical description of 
her in the first part of the tale is influenced by the narrator’s weak eyesight. The narrator describes her 
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as “the most exquisite (female) I had ever beheld as having a divine form of face, as “grace personified”, 
the “beau ideal of my wildest and most enthusiastic visions”, a “queenly apparition”, and the outline of 
her head is compared to “that of the Greek psyche.” (Poe 551-552). Regarding Madame Lalande’s 
clothing, the richness of it is stressed on various occasions. From this description it can be deduced that 
she appears to be a wealthy and elegant lady. When the narrator regards the miniature of Madame 
Lalande in more detail, he describes “those large luminous eyes! – those dark luxuriant curls!” (Poe 564). 
 
When the narrator wears his spectacles and finally regards Madame Lalande with a clear view, his 
speech is altered. He stutters and does not seem to find his words. At this point in the story, the readers 
learn that Madame Lalande appears young and riveting from distance “by the aid of [….] pearl-power, of 
rouge, of false teeth, and false tournure, as well as of the most skilful modistes of Paris.” (Poe 567). It is 
clear that she tries to hide her decay as best she can but thereby violates “what Poe’s narrators have 
come to expect in their brides.” (Weekes 154). But Person observes that “putting on the glasses suggests 
a clarification of vision, a willingness to encounter a woman as she is” (Aesthetic Headaches 45). It is 
again clear that the narrator only attaches importance to the physical appearance of his bride, seeing 
that when he perceives how she really looks, he is disliked. Person also says that “the woman’s image is 
thereby disjoined from herself and objectified for the wish-fulfilling imagination of the male” (Aesthetic 
Headaches 45). According to Weekes Madame Lalande “is the opposite of Poe’s feminine ideal: she is 
more than a match for the narrator in intelligence; she is active; she is not young nor delicately 
beautiful; and although she is his own great-great-grandmother she seems completely uninterested in 
nurturing him.” (P. 154). 
 
It is also clear that Madame Lalande is not the typical passive Poesque woman in that she is not afraid to 
exploit her intelligence to trick the narrator. It is again clear that Madame Lalande is an intelligent lady 
with humour – not the passive or subservient woman many people expect when reading Poe. Though 
there is an element of “horror” in the tale, it is used for comic ends. The scene where she takes off her 
wig reflects the narrator’s horror upon looking at the woman who turns out to be his great-great-
grandmother.  
 
When Madame Lalande herself is presented as a horrible and grotesque creature, the narrator is 
appalled, thrust back in his chair. In fact, one could say that her posture is rather masculine instead of 
feminine. Without her wig, she seems to be bald, her face is wrinkled and hollow and her feet are placed 
wide apart. The narrator cannot bear to look at her and has his hands in front of his face. It is obvious 
that Madame Lalande’s powerful position in this story is even more enlarged in this illustration, also 
because her position is higher than that of the narrator. It would have been even more impressive if the 
windows were behind her, because then the narrator would literally stand in her shadow. Now, this only 
happens figuratively but still on many levels – especially intellectually. 
 
Madame Lalande demonstrates her intelligence by means of her clever tricks and wit. In this respect she 
resembles Kate in Poe’s another short story “Three Sundays in a week”. Both the characters have a more 
practical kind of intelligence. Madame lalande’s sudden “transformation” in the eyes of the narrator can 
also be connected to the final scene in Poe’s another short story “Legeia”. The young Madame Lalande 
whom the narrator first beholds suddenly changes into a “villainous old hag” (Poe 566).  

 
Conclusion: To conclude it is clear that Madame Lalande offers an alternative to the typical Poesque 
woman, while at the same time hinting at those well-known macabre stories. Though she is witty and 
intelligent, she does not represent the beautiful dead woman and this is repugnant to the narrator. 
According to Person “the death of a beautiful woman may have been the most poetical topic in the 
world for Poe, but his tales suggest an equal fascination with women who have life, if not lives, of their 
own.” (Aesthetic Headaches  47). As a matter fact, Poe’s women can no longer be reduced to that one 
stereotype of the beautiful, dead women. Instead, there is a whole variety of women and each of them 
deserves to be acknowledged – especially since this brings up a more positive image of the Poesque 
woman. 
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